A light-weight transportable photometer to be used in the WET campaigns at the remote observatories is described. The photometer, nicknamed Pancake, is flat and weights about 20 kg. Without the main fixing plate, its weight is only 4 kg.
Introduction
In order to use telescopes in the WET campaigns at remote and hardly accessible places, a lightweight three-channel photometer has been constructed. It was built and modified at the University of Troms0 and tested in May 1992 at the Maidanak Observatory in Uzbekistan. It was used in the 1992 autumn WET campaign at the Maidanak Observatory, in the 1993 spring campaign on the Nordic Optical Telescope in La Palma and in the 1993 autumn campaign at the Assy-Turgen Observatory in Kazakhstan. The photometer proved to be a useful instrument (Meistas & Solheim 1993) .
Construction
When designing the photometer, the main idea was to make it as simple as possible, having only the functions absolutely necessary for the WET purposes, being easy to attach to a telescope and capable to work immediately with the minimum of fitting.
We decided that the photometer should consist of three separate boxes-channels, attached to a firm main plate of the reasonable diameter to fit directly to the 1 m Maidanak telescope without any spacing rings (Fig. 1 ). All power sources fit into the fourth box (about the same size as the channel boxes) and occupy the rest of the main plate space. Channels 1 and 3 are collected into identical rectangular boxes with only some differences in their aperture mechanisms; so, if the first channel stops working, most of its parts can be replaced by the third channel blocks. Channels 1 and 3 axe in fixed positions for measuring the program star and the sky background.
The second channel has the same construction blocks, but it is placed into a fiat cylindrical housing so that one can rotate it by «90° when looking for a comparison star in the ring-field around the program star; it was supposed that the telescope in use with our photometer would have a rotator, too.
Except of usual channel parts (aperture mechanizm, photomultiplier in its housing, Fabry lens and amplifier), we included one additional prism to bend the star light by 90° perpendicularly to the telescope axis. We were not very happy with this modification -it meant losing some star light in the prism. However the photometer became very compact and lightweight. With the microscopes removed when packing, its thickness is about 40 mm and it fits with all necessary accessories into a suitcase of moderate size, making about 20 kg of luggage. Most of that weight belongs to the main fixing plate. If this plate is left at the telescope, one may take home only the channel and power source boxes weighting only about 4 kg.
At the beginning, we were using the standard amplifiersdiscriminators and the HV unit. However, they were designed mainly for the laboratory use at moderate temperature changes and normal humidity. Sometimes, after careless transportation they needed either additional adjustment or even replacement. In addition, they were too bulky and too heavy to be transported by air.
To get rid of those inconveniences, we have acquired a new compact HV unit. Additionally, the Laboratory for High Precision Photometry at the Vilnius University Observatory has made for us three extremely compact and reliable amplifiers-discriminators (Kalytis et al. 1993 ) which were put and closed into the channel boxes. Those changes made the photometer even lighter and more reliable. This was proved in the last expedition: it has survived during the Aeroflot flight, three hours long shaking on a lorry across the Tien-Shan mountains and after that it was working like at home.
But it appeared that in one of those "remote" places we had more troubles to overcome: the telescope had poor tracking, especially at high hour angles, and we got a lot of gaps in our data when the first channel star moved too close to the aperture edge or went out at all. The local astronomers explained, that the whole Central Asia region has suffered some earthquakes during the last ten years. For them the right alignment of the polar axis is not so important since they do not observe stars as long as we do in the WET.
This forces us to make one more step of improvement: to split the comparison star beam and to install a compact and reliable autoguiding system. In addition, we need to introduce some minor changes in the mechanics to make the photometer easier to handle.
